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Abstract
Compressed sensing (CS) is a powerful new data acquisition paradigm that seeks to accurately
reconstruct unknown sparse signals from very few (relative to the target signal dimension)
random projections. The specific objective of this study is to save wireless sensor energy by
using CS to simultaneously reduce data sampling rates, on-board storage requirements, and
communication data payloads. For field-deployed low power wireless sensors that are often
operated with limited energy sources, reduced communication translates directly into reduced
power consumption and improved operational reliability. In this study, acceleration data from a
multi-girder steel-concrete deck composite bridge are processed for the extraction of mode
shapes. A wireless sensor node previously designed to perform traditional uniform, Nyquist rate
sampling is modified to perform asynchronous, effectively sub-Nyquist rate sampling. The sub-
Nyquist data are transmitted off-site to a computational server for reconstruction using the
CoSaMP matching pursuit recovery algorithm and further processed for extraction of the
structure’s mode shapes. The mode shape metric used for reconstruction quality is the modal
assurance criterion (MAC), an indicator of the consistency between CS and traditional Nyquist
acquired mode shapes. A comprehensive investigation of modal accuracy from a dense set of
acceleration response data reveals that MAC values above 0.90 are obtained for the first four
modes of a bridge structure when at least 20% of the original signal is sampled using the CS
framework. Reduced data collection, storage and communication requirements are found to lead
to substantial reductions in the energy requirements of wireless sensor networks at the expense of
modal accuracy. Specifically, total energy reductions of 10–60% can be obtained for a sensor
network with 10–100 sensor nodes, respectively. The reduced energy requirements of the CS
sensor nodes are shown to directly result in improved battery life and communication reliability.

Keywords: compressed sensing, wireless sensing, infrastructure monitoring, energy efficiency,
modal analysis

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The use of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for structural
monitoring has become a popular alternative to conventional

wired systems. WSN’s have an advantage over their tethered
counterpart by improved scalability through reduced cost,
weight, and installation labor [1]. However, several limitations
remain that challenge wireless sensors as ideal alternatives to
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wired sensors; mainly, constraints in power and transmission
bandwidth are still bottlenecks for many applications. The low
cost and modular installation of WSNs are undoubtedly driving
the deployment of high density sensor installations. Unfortu-
nately, as the number of sensing channels grows in a WSN,
communication reliability can decrease. Several strategies have
been proposed to address each of these limitations. Civil
infrastructure systems often do not provide a native power
supply for WSN operation, requiring energy harvesting tech-
nologies such as solar, vibration, wind, and RF scavengers
[2, 3] to sustain long-term WSN operations. Simply reducing
power consumption at the wireless sensor node has also been
enabled through the use of low-power hardware components in
their design [4] and sleep states in their operation [5, 6]. Energy
harvesting techniques address the power limitations of WSN
from one direction (i.e., supply side) while using more energy-
efficient operational settings approach from the other (i.e.,
demand side). While these trends are promising, the supply of
energy provided by power harvesting technologies is still
smaller than the energy demand of most WSN hardware.
Energy and communication bandwidth constraints can also be
made less relevant when less data is conveyed. Fortunately,
most wireless sensors have some capacity for computation.
Data processing algorithms embedded in the computational core
of a wireless sensor can convert raw time-history data into more
compact analytical results leading to greatly reduced transmis-
sion payloads and lower energy usage [7]. In contemplating
ways to reduce data, a reflex thought is to invoke some form of
data compression. Strategies using lossless [8] and lossy [9]
data compression prior to wireless transfer of uniformly sam-
pled raw sensor time-histories have been proposed for WSN.

In this study, a lossy approach of data compression is used
to reduce transmission demand in an operational WSN to
reduce its energy demand and to enhance system scalability.
Compressed sensing (CS) approaches compression with an
entirely different framework than traditional compression
methods. This approach does not enable higher compression
ratios than traditional compression methods, but rather allows
you to collect and process much less data prior to transmission.
Traditional compression methods, whether lossy or lossless,
require complete time-history data before compression can
ensue, keeping computational and storage requirements at the
sensor high. CS [10–12] is an emerging technique which rea-
lizes compression at the sampling stage of the data acquisition
process through a number of encoded measurements, having the
effect of immediately reducing the amount of data handled at
the sensor. The caveat to CS (as well as traditional compression
methods) is the requirement that the target signal have a sparse
or compressible representation in a known basis. The number of
measurements taken is governed by the degree of signal sparsity
rather than the signal bandwidth (i.e., Nyquist rate), creating the
opportunity for sub-Nyquist sampling. Wireless sensors
engaged in CS would require minimal computational and sto-
rage capacity by integrating compression directly into the
acquisition stage and relying on off-site resources (e.g., at a
WSN base station) for signal reconstruction. Given that most
power at the wireless sensor is used during transmission [7], a
reduction in data will have a positive impact on the power and

bandwidth limitations currently associated with field deployed
WSN. By reducing the effective sampling rate of a wireless
sensor’s analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and reducing the
size of memory required for data storage and computation, CS
further enables opportunities for the design of lower power
nodes, that have lower costs and smaller footprints (e.g., sensor
size, harvester size). An additional advantage to CS in a wire-
less setting is the democratic and robust nature of the mea-
surements taken [13, 14]. Essentially, each measurement carries
an equally small amount of information about the target signal
as all of the other measurements. The effect is that small per-
centages of packet losses during transmission will not result in
large reconstruction errors.

A number of researchers have begun to explore CS for
structural monitoring and structural health monitoring (SHM)
applications. Bao et al [15] studied the use of CS to compress
accelerometer signals from the Shandong Binzhou Yellow
River Highway Bridge SHM system. They explored the
applicability of CS for cable-stayed bridge acceleration sig-
nals. Their study compared compression ratios for CS and
traditional compression methods, using Fourier and wavelet
bases, as well as static and Huffman coding. They concluded
that CS was not very effective in reconstructing the accel-
eration signals due to a low degree of sparsity in the wavelet
and Fourier bases. O’Connor et al [16] explored using CS to
reduce power consumption in wireless fatigue life monitoring
of ship hulls. The CS implementation accurately recon-
structed all but the signal peaks and valleys, thus inducing
large errors in fatigue damage estimations. Bao et al [17]
explored the use of CS to address data loss common in
WSNs. The authors showed improved signal collection from
wireless sensors when compressed measurements are lost
rather than time-history samples. These improvements, how-
ever, did not improve modal analyses much. Mascarenas et al
[18] showed a CS application for SHM damage detection
using a laboratory testbed structure with a digital prototype of
a compressed sensor embedded into a microcontroller. This
implementation samples acceleration in the traditional manner
(uniform, Nyquist) and computes compressed measurements
on-board as random additions and subtractions of the sampled
data. Their demonstration also shows the use of over-com-
plete dictionaries to increase transform sparsity as well as a
technique for damage detection performed in the low-
dimensional compressed measurement domain by utilizing
the smashed filter [19]. Cortial et al [20] studied the use of CS
for SHM to reduce the limited communication bandwidth
available in sensor networks. In their proposed system,
compressed difference measurements between sensed and
predicted data is reconstructed at a numerical simulator and
further processed for damage detection and computational
model updating. Haile et al [21] studied the use of CS in
SHM for damage detection in composite materials. Their
study exploits the sparsity of damage perturbations to
reconstruct full-field strains from a limited number of sensors.
Of relevance here are also studies in CS for networked data,
typically exploiting correlations in network signals [22–24];
however, compression and reconstruction is limited to single
sensor data in this body of work. Researchers in SHM are
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now beginning to develop wireless sensors having embedded
CS sampling abilities that do not require large storage and
computational ability so that they are more appropriate for
resource constrained field deployments. This paper describes
one such implementation, utilizing traditional sampling
hardware to acquire compressed measurements. More
recently, Bao et al [25] demonstrated CS sampling on the
Imote2 wireless sensor using a random demodulator. Their
implementation was validated on the Songpu Bridge in Har-
bin, China, and showed to be successful towards CS-based
data loss recovery.

The study presented here is unique from the current lit-
erature by its implementation for field deployment. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first example of CS in a
long-term WSN deployment for operational structural mon-
itoring. This implementation realizes primary motivations for
CS in SHM: energy efficiency and data reduction in power
and bandwidth constrained systems. Long-term applications
most benefit from the power and data reductions realized by
CS as most remote wireless applications run on battery
power. Our paper shows the positive impact that CS has on
long-term health of WSNs. Most of the current literature
quantify the accuracy of signal reconstruction only. Our paper
shows quantified energy savings and the impact of CS on
battery levels and communication reliability for a long-term
deployed WSN. Our implementation has been deployed since
December, 2012, collecting and transmitting compressed
measurements from five sensor nodes [26]. Second, this is
among the first structural monitoring wireless sensors with
true compressive sampling (i.e., no digital processing is
required to produce compressed measurements) embedded
and field deployed. Compressed measurements in most of the
current SHM literature require custom sampling hardware or
digitally computed linear combinations of the full length
signal. Here, a thoughtful implementation of CS sampling
allows the use of traditional sampling hardware, making this
study an easily repeatable example for researchers hoping to
benefit from CS power and bandwidth reductions in field-
deployed WSN’s. Compressed measurements are taken as
arbitrary time-history samples of actual bridge acceleration
response, temporarily stored in memory and transmitted
wirelessly. The CS strategy advocated does not require cus-
tom sampling hardware, significant on-board storage and nor
the execution of potentially large matrix operations by the
wireless sensor microcontroller.

To evaluate the intrinsic trade-off of compression versus
accuracy, emphasis is placed on quantifying the quality of
reconstruction in terms of the downstream results rather than
the target signal underlying the compressed measurements.
Specifically, the figure of merit used in this work is the
accuracy of the modal parameters extracted from CS recon-
structions as compared to conventionally obtained modal
parameters. Mode shapes are extracted from acceleration data
collected at five bridge locations using the frequency domain
decomposition (FDD) method [27]. The CS procedure
described here is the first field use of CS for infrastructure
monitoring to the best of our knowledge, operating on field-
deployed wireless sensors with compressive sampling

routines embedded on-board. The sensing system is rid of off-
site simulations or extensive on-board computations for
obtaining compressed measurements, resulting in efficient
sampling and actual energy and transmission reductions in the
field-deployed monitoring system.

The compressive sampling scheme is embedded into five
Narada wireless sensors [4] installed on the Telegraph Road
Bridge (TRB) [28], a short-span multi-girder steel concrete
composite bridge located in Monroe, Michigan. The existing
wireless network includes fifteen Narada wireless sensors
measuring bridge acceleration. The five CS sensor nodes are
collocated with five of the 15 existing sensor nodes as shown in
figure 1. Randomly sampled sub-Nyquist measurements from
the CS nodes are transmitted back to a central server and
reconstructed using the CoSaMP [29] matching pursuit algo-
rithm. The reconstructed signals are compared to the signals at
the collocated sensor performing traditional uniform Nyquist
sampling. A comparison is done on the reconstructed time-
history signal using a residual sum-of-squares (RSS) metric,
and more importantly done in terms of the downstream results,
the mode shapes. The mode shapes extracted from the CS
nodes (C1–C5) are compared with the mode shapes extracted
from the traditionally sampled nodes (S9–S13) using the MAC
[30] as the comparative metric. The TRB long term monitoring
effort suffers from the resource constraints described pre-
viously, relying entirely on solar power for sustained opera-
tions of the sensor network. This makes the TRB monitoring
system an ideal candidate for the CS application and a willing
recipient for potential energy savings.

2. Compressed sensing

We consider the problem of acquiring an unknown signal
∈x N that we assume to be sparse, or compressible, in a

known basis. In our setting, we assume the sensor time-his-
tory signal, x, is compressible in the frequency domain. That
is, if we express the signal as

θ=x s , (1)

where θ ∈ NxN represents the IDFT, ∈s N is the vector of
corresponding Fourier coefficients, such that the nth term of x
is:

∑= ⋅ π

−

=

x
N

s e
1

, (2)n

N

k

k
j kn N

1

0
2

where sk is the kth term in the Fourier coefficient vector s,
then the vector s has only a few large (in absolute value)
entries. Two typical acceleration responses from the TRB are
shown in figure 2, demonstrating the various levels of com-
pressibility that can occur in a typical structural acceleration
signal. Here, the signal in figure 2(a) corresponds to a signal
that is less compressible than the signal in figure 2(b). The
assumption that x is sparse, or compressible, means that x can
be exactly or accurately reconstructed with ≪k N non-zero
Fourier coefficients (termed k-sparse). The compressibility of
the two signals is observed in figure 2(c), which displays the
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Fourier coefficients in order of amplitude (largest to smallest).
Figure 2(c) shows possible k value estimates of the number of
relevant coefficients for an arbitrary amplitude threshold at
approximately =k 500 and =k 50 ( =N 3000) for the
signals in figures 2(a) and (b), respectively.

Traditional compressive techniques take advantage of
quick-decaying sorted amplitudes similar to those shown in
figure 2(c) by generally performing the acquisition and
compression procedure shown in figure 3(a). The full
dimension target signal is acquired by uniform Nyquist
sampling, where power is consumed proportional to the
sampling frequency, and then processed through a transform
to its compressible domain. The k most relevant values are
selected by keeping all entries with amplitude above some
declared threshold and discarding the rest. For a quick-
decaying response, only few entries will lie above the
threshold value and thus few entries need be kept for accurate
reconstruction. In a WSN setting, the compressed signal is
then transmitted from the wireless sensor where it is
decompressed offline. The disadvantage of this procedure,
particularly in a WSN where power and computational
resources are limited, is that full dimensional storage and
operations of the target signal are required before transmis-
sion, greatly increasing memory requirements and computa-
tion time for large signal transformation at the sensor node.
Also, an algorithm to identify the salient parts of the signal
(i.e., the Fourier amplitudes above the threshold) prior to
transmission is required as these methods are signal
dependent.

Instead suppose that it is possible to reconstruct x from a
small number of linear, non-adaptive measurements,

∈ < ≪y k M N,M . Initial work by Candès et al [10],
Donoho [11] and Candès and Tao [31], among others,
showed that exact or approximate reconstruction is possible
conditioned on the construction of the measurement vector y.
This type of compressive sampling enables the general CS
procedure as shown in figure 3(b). This strategy is not subject

to the storage and computational disadvantages associated
with traditional compression and is also signal independent
(i.e., it is a general procedure capable of handling all sparse
signals without the need to identify the salient parts of the
signal prior to transmission). Rather than sample the full
dimensional signal followed by a transform and thresholding,
CS collects encoded measurements which collectively con-
tains all of the information in the most relevant parts of the
target signal, with the number of measurements M close to k,
the signal sparsity level, rather than N , the full signal
dimension. Hence, compression is fundamentally built
directly into the acquisition process. The M measurements are
transmitted from the wireless sensor and reconstructed off-
line. The CS procedure avoids memory intensive storage and
operation, and also reduces the power consumed by the
wireless sensor’s ADC.

The linear measurements ∈y M can be expressed as:

φ Φ= 〈 〉 = … =y x m M y x, , 1, , or , (3)
m m

where Φ ∈ MxN is called a measurement matrix, consisting
of M rows, φ

m
. This represents an underdetermined system of

equations, generally ill-posed. However, the assumption that
x is sparse or compressible makes the solution feasible [32].
To enable the solution, first, the measurement matrix, Φ,
should be designed such that the relevant information in x still
exists in the lower dimensional measurements y and that
unique k-sparse solutions are possible. Second, an efficient
reconstruction algorithm to recover x from y should be
designed [33]. By substituting (1) into (3), the measurements,
y, can be observed in terms of the sparse vector, s

Φθ Ψ  = =y s s. (4)

One approach to reconstructing s (or x) from y is to seek
the sparsest vector s that satisfies Ψ=y s:


Ψ‖˜‖      ˜ =

˜∈
s s ymin subject to , (5)

s
lN 0

where s̃ represents all possible solutions to s for Ψ=y s and
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Figure 1. Sensor layout on the Telegraph Road Bridge: (a) top view; (b) side view.
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‖˜‖s l0
counts the number of non-zero entries in each solution,

s̃ . The difficulty in this approach is that in general, finding a
solution is an NP-hard combinatorial problem. However,
under certain conditions the solution to


Ψ‖˜‖ ˜ =

˜∈
s s ymin subject to (6)

s
lN 1

can be equivalent to (5), in the sense that both produce an
equivalent unique solution [32, 34, 35]. This is significant
because (6) is a convex optimization problem which reduces
to a linear program (LP) that is computationally feasible.
Regardless of the solution methodology, in order for k-sparse

∈s N (signals with only k non-zero entries) to be uniquely
recovered from ∈y M , no two k-sparse vectors can be

mapped by Ψ to the same y. The restricted isometry property
(RIP) [10] imposes a restricted orthonormality condition onΨ
which enables exact recovery of sparse s from y. The
description of the RIP used herein is adopted from Candès
[32] with minor variable change to remain consistent with the
above formulation. To start, a definition for the k-restricted
isometry constant is given in [32, 34, 35] and expressed here.

Definition 2.1. (Restricted isometry constants) [32, 34, 35]
The k-restricted isometry constant, δk, of the matrix Ψ is
defined as the smallest number such that

δ Ψ δ− ‖ ‖ ⩽ ‖ ‖ ⩽ + ‖ ‖( ) ( )c c c1 1 (7)k l T l k l
2 2 2

2 2 2

holds for all subsets Ψ ∈T
Mx T , with subset ⊂ …{ }T N1, , ,
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Figure 2. Typical acceleration signals from the Telegraph Road Bridge: (a) case 1, time, frequency response; (b) case 2, time, frequency
response; (c) case 1, case 2 sorted frequency amplitudes w/ approximate sparsity levels.
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⩽T k and coefficient sequences ∈c( )j j T . The k-restricted

isometry constant shows how close subsets of Ψ (i.e., ΨT ) are
to an orthonormal system when restricted to sparse linear
combinations ( ⩽T k).

For the case δ = 1k2 in (7),Ψ cT = 0 is possible. The subset
T can be decomposed into two disjoint sets ∪=T T T1 2

where = =T T k1 2 and by populating two zero vectors

∈s N and ′ ∈s N with coefficient sequences ∈c( )j j T1
and

∈c( )j j T2
at the T1 and T2 indices of s and ′s , respectively, the

following observation is made

Ψ Ψ Ψ− ′ = = ′( )s s or s s0 , (8)

where Ψ is shown to map two k-sparse solutions (s and ′s ) to
the same measurement vector y. All k-sparse vectors cannot
be uniquely solved for here resulting in the minimum
requirement that δ < 1k2 for unique k-sparse solutions to (5).

The RIP provides the stronger condition that δ < −2 1k2 to
ensure that the solution to (6) is that of (5) [32] and provides
guarantees on the quality of the approximation solution *s for

∈s N in [32] and expressed here.

Theorem 2.1. [32] (Noiseless recovery) Assume that

δ < −2 1k2 . Then the solution *s to


Ψ‖˜‖      ˜ =  

˜∈
s s ymin subject to (9)

s
lN 1

obeys

‖ * − ‖ ⩽ ‖ − ‖s s C s s (10)l k l01 1

and

‖ * − ‖ ⩽ ‖ − ‖−s s C k s s (11)l k l0
1 2

2 1

for some constant C0, where sk is the best k-sparse
approximation attainable with knowledge of the exact
amplitude and location of the k largest entries of s.

The solution *s to (9) is the minimum l1-norm of all s̃
satisfying Ψ ˜ =s y. The quality of the reconstructed signal,

*s , is compared to the actual solution, s, and the very best k
-sparse solution, sk , attainable if the locations and amplitudes
of s were known a priori. It is observed that if s is k-sparse to
begin with, then the recovery is exact [32] (i.e.,

− = ∴ * =s s s s0k ).
A theorem for noisy recovery is also given in [32] (since

real sensor measurements are noisy) and expressed here. For
measurements with added signal noise

Ψ= +    y s e, (12)

where e represents the signal noise term, the solution to


Ψ ε‖˜‖   ‖  − ˜‖   ⩽  

˜∈
s y smin subject to , (13)

s
l lN 1 2

where ε is an upper bound on the noise energy, ‖ ‖e l2
, stably

reconstructs s under the same hypothesis as the noiseless
recovery theorem [32].

Theorem 2.2. [32] (Noisy recovery) Assume that

δ < −2 1k2 and ε‖ ‖ ⩽e l2
. Then the solution to (13) obeys

ε‖ * − ‖ ⩽ ‖ − ‖ +−s s C k s s C (14)l k l0
1 2

12 1

with the same constant C0 as before and some C1 .
Candès [32] emphasizes here that C0 and C1 are small.

For example, when δ = 0.2k2 , the error in (13) is less than

ε‖ − ‖ +−k s s4.2 8.5 .k l
1 2

1

Fortunately, selecting a random matrix forΦ satisfies RIP
with high probability [33]. Examples include matrices con-
taining Gaussian measurements (where entries of Φ are
independently sampled from a normal distribution), binary
measurements (where entries of Φ are independently sampled
from the symmetric Bernoulli distribution), and incoherent
measurements (where Φ is comprised of randomly selected
rows of an orthonormal matrix which maps the measurement
domain to the sparse domain) [36]. The first two random
matrix approaches largely satisfy RIP for
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Figure 3. Acquisition and compression procedure for: (a) traditional compression; (b) compressed sensing.
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Ο= ( )( )M k N klog . A specific variant of an incoherent

sampling matrix is an incomplete Fourier matrix which is
used in this work, where Φ is comprised of M rows from the

×N N IDFT selected uniformly at random, resulting in a
measurement vector, y, comprised of M time domain samples
selected uniformly at random. The wireless sensor simply
takes samples uniformly at random as dictated by an
embedded pseudo-random number generator triggering the
ADC. It has been shown that Φ is sufficiently constructed for

Ο= ( )( )M k Nlog
4

[37], and it is believed that

Ο= ( )M k Nlog . Observing the size of M , it is apparent that

x (through s) can be reconstructed from far fewer measure-
ments than the target dimension N , especially for large N and
small k .

Several approaches to reconstructing x exist and often
prove to be more economical in time and computational
complexity than the above mentioned convex optimization
solution including greedy pursuits [38–40] and combinatorial
algorithms [41–44]. For this study, the iterative matching
pursuit recovery algorithm termed CoSaMP proposed by
Needell and Tropp [29] is used for signal reconstruction.

2.1. CoSaMP algorithm [29]

CoSaMP is an algorithm for reconstructing the target signal x
from measurements y. CoSaMP is well suited for use with
noisy measurements. CoSaMP guarantees that the output
spectrum is sparse in contrast to a standard LP solver which
will reconstruct the entire signal. As a result, CoSaMP runs
faster than the standard LP solver and provides de-noising
that the standard LP solver would not. The acronym CoSaMP
stands for Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit, and is
based on orthogonal matching pursuits [38] but also includes
other variations for stronger convergence guarantees and
faster computation. Specifically, Needell and Tropp [29]
establish the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1.1. (CoSaMP) [29]. Suppose that Ψ is an
 ×M N sampling matrix with restricted isometry constant

δ ⩽ ck2 . Let Ψ= +y s e be a vector of samples of an
arbitrary signal, contaminated with arbitrary noise. For a
given precision parameter, η, the algorithm CoSaMP
produces a 2k-sparse approximation, a, that satisfies

η‖ − ‖ ⩽ ⋅ ‖ − ‖ + ‖ ‖
⎧⎨⎩

⎫⎬⎭s a C
k

s s emax ,
1

(15)l k l l2 1 2

where sk is a best k-sparse approximation to s. The running

time is Ο η⋅ ‖ ‖( )( )slog l2
, where  bounds the cost of a

matrix-vector multiply with Ψ or *Ψ . The working storage
use is Ο N( ).

The CoSaMP algorithm iteratively extracts the recover-
able energy in the target signal. Under the assumption that the
restricted isometry constant is much less than one, the

multiplication of *Ψ with the sample vector, y, can serve as a
signal proxy in the sense that the largest entries of the proxy
correspond to the largest entries of the target signal. The
largest k2 entry locations are merged into a support set T at
each iteration and used to cast a least-squares problem. Only
the columns of Ψ corresponding to the support (ΨT ) and the
input sample vector, y, are used to solve for a preliminary
approximation of the target signal. The preliminary approx-
imation is trimmed to only the k largest entries to form the
current iterations k-sparse solution and the residual vector is
updated to reflect the current approximation. The updated
residual will enter the next iteration and be evaluated further.
The process will continue until a specified halting criteria is
met. The algorithm has several potential stopping criteria,
including thresholds on iteration count, relative change in
residual energy between iterations and total residual energy.
CoSaMP uses the assumption of a small restricted isometry
constant and algorithmic guarantee that ⩽T k3 , to establish
that ΨT is extremely well-conditioned and an iterative pseu-
doinverse method can be used for the least squares problem.
The iterative pseudoinverse application addresses the major
obstacle to fast implementation of the CoSaMP algorithm
[29]. It can be seen in (15) that the performance of the
CoSaMP algorithm is influenced by the sparsity level, k , and
the signal noise energy, e. In particular, the bound on the
residual energy increases as sparsity decreases (tending from
sparse towards compressible) and signal noise energy
increases. Pseudo code for the CoSaMP algorithm is adapted
from Needell and Tropp [29] and is provided in figure 4. The
CoSaMP algorithm takes as input the sampling matrix, Ψ , the
sample vector, y, and the desired reconstruction sparsity level,
k . The output is a k-sparse approximation, a, of the target
signal s.

3. Telegraph Road Bridge

The TRB, as shown in figure 1, is a short-span multi-girder
steel and concrete deck bridge located in Monroe, MI. The
bridge is designed with three main spans. The two end spans
are fixed at the abutment end and roller supported atop
interior piers. The end spans cantilever past their piers by
approximately 1.8 m (6 ft.). The main span is suspended by
the end spans with a series of link plate assemblies at each of
the seven girder lines. The total length of the bridge is
approximately 68.3 m (224 ft.), having 14.6 m (48 ft.) end
spans and a 39.0 m (128 ft.) mid-span. The TRB is an
experimental test bed for developing cyber-enabled decision
making tools for bridge management using wireless sensing
[28]. Among the tools used for bridge management are finite
element (FE) models. For that reason the bridge is instru-
mented with accelerometers which provide modal information
used towards model calibration and updating [45, 46]. The
bridge is instrumented with seven accelerometers on girder
line #1, seven accelerometers on girder line #7, and one
accelerometer on girder line #4, as shown in figure 1. The
outside perimeter sensors are Silicon Designs SD2012-002
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±2 g single axis (vertical) capacitive accelerometers. The
sensor installed at the center of the mid-span on girder line #4
is a Crossbow CXL02TG3 ±2 g tri-axial capacitive accel-
erometer. Figure 5 shows the TRB with sensor and solar panel
installation. Each sensor is powered completely by a 10W
UL-Solar 12 V polycrystalline solar panel shown in
figure 5(a) mounted to the southern-most girder (Girder 1 in
figure 1). Two main factors were considered during the choice
of solar panels: (1) specified peak power and (2) physical
footprint. The chosen solar panels serve more than adequate
for the summer months but are somewhat challenged during
long periods of sustained overcast conditions, quite common
during the Michigan winter. Sensor modules are mounted by
magnets to the bottom flange of the girder shown in
figure 5(b). Each sensor module (figure 5(c)) contains a
Narada wireless sensor, a solar charge controller based on the
Linear Technology LT3652 battery charger, an accelerometer,
and a PowerSonic PS-832 8 V 3.2 Ah sealed lead acid
rechargeable battery capable of providing nearly two days of
operation when the Narada is in active mode and nearly two
weeks operation when the Narada is in sleep mode with
periodic sensing.

The Narada wireless sensor [4] was developed at the
University of Michigan explicitly for use in SHM applica-
tions. The Narada utilizes an Atmel Atmega128 micro-
processor with 128 kB of external SRAM, providing
considerable storage and computation capacity. Wireless
communications are realized via the Chipcon CC2420 IEEE
802.15.4 wireless radio, which renders the Narada extremely
scalable for the development of large sensor networks. An
enhanced power amplified version of the CC2420 is used to
extend the communication range from 60 m to more than
700 m. The Narada uses a four channel, 16 bit Texas
Instruments ADS8341 ADC for data acquisition and a two
channel, 12 bit Texas Instruments DAC7612 digital-to-analog
converter for control operations. Table 1 summarizes the
power and transmission specifications of the Narada. A
100 Hz sampling frequency was implemented in the TRB
monitoring system, dictated by signal bandwidth and standard
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Figure 4. Pseudo code for CoSaMP algorithm, adapted from Needel and Tropp [29].

Figure 5. Telegraph Road Bridge system installation: (a) solar panels
magnetically mounted to the girder flange on the southern exposure;
(b) Narada sensor nodes magnetically mounted to the girder bottom
flange; (c) close-up view of a typical Narada sensor module.
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practice. In particular, figure 2(a) provides an example of
significant signal energy manifesting in the 25 Hz range. For
the given structural system it has been determined that the
acceleration responses at all of the current sensor locations are
band-limited to 25 Hz. The Nyquist–Shannon sampling the-
orem would immediately dictate at least 50 Hz sampling.
Exact Nyquist rate is never used in application and significant
oversampling is common practice as it reduces the effect of
ADC quantization noise and effectively increases resolution.
Here, a modest oversampling factor of 2 is used as a fair
benchmark to the proposed CS sampling scheme. Sampling
rate designs observed throughout the structural monitoring
community [47–51] are often even more conservative. Five of
the wireless nodes on girder line #1 (figure 1) have com-
pressive sampling routines embedded into their program
software, labeled C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5. These units collect
acceleration data asynchronously at effective sampling rates
well below the 100 Hz rate, and often times below the
observed 50 Hz Nyquist rate. For the purpose of comparison,
these sensors are collocated with Narada nodes (labeled S9,
S10, S11, S12 and S13, respectively, in figure 1) configured
to collect acceleration data in a conventional manner (i.e.,
uniform sampling governed by the aforementioned a priori
defined Nyquist rate).

4. Narada compressive sampling

Low power wireless sensors for structural monitoring are
often implemented with limited energy, computational power,
and communication payload. In order to reduce the amount of
energy consumed at the wireless sensor, the CS procedure is
used. The task of developing sampling hardware which can
produce random linear measurements on the target signal
prior to data acquisition and storage is a large one, which also
delays data acquisition until the entire target signal has been
realized. A software implementation for computing random
projections from uniform samples can become a heavy burden
on computational and storage limitations in wireless plat-
forms, requiring target signal dimension matrix operations.
When considering a measurement scheme that simply
acquires random samples of the target signal rather than linear
measurements, traditional sampling hardware can be used

with very low computation and storage requirements. To
achieve this, the Narada takes compressed measurements by
randomly triggering the ADC. For comparison, a Narada in
conventional mode takes uniform samples of the acceleration
response at a fixed rate dictated by the signal bandwidth
(Nyquist rate) and stores all of the samples in SRAM for
future transmission. Figure 6 shows the step-by-step signal
acquisition and reconstruction procedure implemented on the
TRB. This process is summarized as follows:

(1) The bridge under vibration induces an analogue signal
from the accelerometer.

(2) The analogue signal is digitized asynchronously at the
ADC. A linear congruential (LCG) pseudo-random
number generator [52] is embedded into the computa-
tional core of the Narada to dictate which samples are
taken. The pseudo-random number generator generates
times when the ADC should take a sample. Every clock
cycle (using the Narada 8MHz clock), the micro-
processor determines if the current time coincides with
the LCG sample time, and acts appropriately on the
ADC. The randomly sub-sampled version of the time-
history is stored to memory.

(3) Only the randomly sub-sampled data, y, is sent through
the wireless channel and relayed further off-site to a
computational server. The seed and function of the
random number generator are known a priori and stored
here for signal reconstruction. This information is used to
build a measurement matrix consistent with the sub-
sampled data vector.

(4) The received measurement vector, y, the desired
sparsity, k, and the pre-programmed measurement
matrix, Ψ , are input to the CoSaMP algorithm to obtain
the target signal, s, in the sparse domain.

(5) The signal, s, is converted back into the time domain, x,
through the use of a traditional IDFT and processed for
mode shape extraction. The conversion back to the time
domain is unnecessary for the modal analysis but is done
for the purpose of comparison with the traditionally
acquired time-history signal.

The inconsistency between theory and practice here
should be noted. Pseudo-random sampling is not what the
theoretical analysis of CoSaMP calls for. Although, in prac-
tice it doesn’t matter, one can obtain similar theoretical results
with pseudo-random number generators [43]. Figures 7(a)
and (c) show the acceleration responses for a full one minute
time-history sample taken from two of the five accelerometer
locations performing CS. Data collected by conventional
sampling at 100 Hz is displayed as a solid blue line. Ran-
domly sub-sampled data at 10% of the original signal
dimension (effective 10 Hz rate) are shown by red circle
markers. Figures 7(b) and (d) show a ten second window
chosen from figures 7(a) and (c), respectively, for a closer
view of the compressed measurements being taken. Experi-
mental results are obtained for several levels of compression
and reconstruction sparsity. Specifically, the 100 Hz data was
sub-sampled at 10%, 20% and 30% and reconstructed using
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Table 1. Narada power and transmission specifications.

Parameter Value

Communication standard IEEE802.15.4
(2.4 GHz)

LOS range 700 m
Data rate 250 kb s−1

Current draw in sleep mode ~1 mA
Current draw in active mode 30 mA
Current draw in receive/trans-
mit mode

60 mA

Input voltage 6.0–9.0 V
Battery 8 V SLA 3.2 Ah
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desired sparsity levels of 50, 100 and 150 ( =N 6000). The
sampling method is non-adaptive in that the measurements
taken are not signal dependent, which is extremely efficient in
this setting. The implication is that a uniform CS procedure
can be implemented for all signal types (and all sensor
locations) throughout the sensor network. Random sequences
can easily be changed by sending new LCG seeds to the
sensor nodes.

5. Results

The CS procedure described is intended to result in reduced data
and sensor operation and thus ease power and bandwidth con-
straints. The quality of the reconstruction must be relevant to the
end goal of the processing client. Signal reconstruction using the

CoSaMP algorithm results in an approximation of complex
Fourier coefficients and subsequent mode shape estimation. To
assess the quality of the approximation, the metric of RSS is
used on the time domain representation, xk , normalized by the
traditional Nyquist sampled signal, x, given as

=
‖ − ‖

‖ ‖
RSS

x x

x
. (16)

k l

l

2

2
2

2

Due to varying load characteristics, RSS is presented for
a large set of sensor data using box and whisker plots. The
bottom and top of the box represent the first and third quar-
tiles and the interior line represents the second quartile (i.e.,
the median value). The lower whisker extends to 1.5 inter-
quartile range (IQR) of the lower quartile and the upper
whisker extends to 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile, ignoring
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Figure 6. Step-by-step compressed sensing procedure: (1) analogue sensor response to bridge acceleration; (2) sub-Nyquist random sampling;
(3) transmission and off-line target signal reconstruction; (4) resulting CS approximation to target signal; (5) further processing (e.g., time-
history, mode shape approximation).
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extreme outliers. Approximately 400 one minute time-history
samples at each location were used for analysis; three of the
five locations performing CS are shown in figure 8. Time-
history reconstructions were obtained for

=M N 0.10, 0.20, 0.30 and =k 50, 100, 150. The
expected result is observed; approximation residuals are
reduced as the number of measurements, M , and desired
reconstruction sparsity, k, are increased, provided M is suf-
ficient for k-sparse reconstruction. For example, in figure 8(c),
the approximation residuals improve from =k 50 to

=k 150 for 20% and 30% sampled. However, at 10%
sampled the approximation gets worse as reconstruction
sparsity increases, indicating that an insufficient amount of
information was acquired in the measurement process. This
trend can be expected to continue, as the reconstruction can
only be accurate up to as much information is provided in the
measurements. Requesting high resolution reconstruction
(high k) from insufficient input (low M ) forces the recon-
struction algorithm to approximate coefficients without suf-
ficient guidance. The excess of coefficients having low

quality reconstruction contribute negatively to the overall
approximation.

Since the use of modal parameters for FE model updating
is the intended end goal in this study, it is appropriate to
assess reconstruction quality in terms of the modal parameters
of interest, specifically mode shapes in this study. The CS
reconstructions are processed for mode shapes using the FDD
technique [27]. Figure 9 shows the quality of the mode shape
approximation given by the MAC [30], a measure of corre-
lation between the mode shapes obtained from conventional
sensing and CS. Similar to the time-history reconstruction, a
balance between the number of measurements taken and the
desired reconstruction sparsity level is observed. When
enough information is present in the lower dimensional
measurements, M , there is an increasing trend in MAC value
for increased reconstruction sparsity levels. If the desired
reconstruction sparsity level is high, and not enough infor-
mation is present in the measurement vector, coefficient
assignment will be inaccurate and start to degrade the
approximation. This kind of behavior is evident in figure 9(d),
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Figure 7. Conventional (line) and compressed (circle) data acquisition: (a) S9 versus C1 full time history; (b) S9 versus C1 zoom view; (c)
S11 versus C3 full time history; (d) S11 versus C3 zoom view.
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where median MAC values increase with reconstruction
sparsity level at 30% sampling and decrease with increased
reconstruction sparsity level at 10% sampling. If a goal
threshold of 0.90 for MAC is made for quality reconstruction,
then the first mode is shown to be well approximated with
very little effort, as seen in figure 9(a). MAC values of
approximately 1.0 are observed for all sampling percentages
and all desired reconstruction sparsity levels. The energy in
the first mode far exceeds the other modes for most loading
scenarios, and thus is the easiest to identify by matching
pursuit. For all other modes, at least 20% sampling is required
for quality mode shape reconstruction, as seen in
figures 9(b)–(d). Desired reconstruction sparsity levels of

=k 50 are sufficient for the abovementioned MAC goal.
Tradeoffs between computation time and MAC must be made
when higher reconstruction sparsity levels are desired.

The assessment of the CS procedure also includes the
energy efficiency gained. The reduced sampling requirements
and reduced transmission payloads translates into lower energy
consumption at the wireless sensor. Figure 10 shows the cal-
culated energy efficiency achieved through the CS imple-
mentation on the TRB and the resulting improvement in
communication reliability during harsh weather. Figure 10(a)

shows the total energy reduction as a function of network size
(i.e., nodal count). Total energy calculations include the one
minute sampling period, followed by the entire network trans-
mission time. The Narada operates in a sleep-mode state during
standby periods (i.e., when not collecting or transmitting data)
and thus contributes minimally to the total energy consumption
between sampling intervals. The TRB sensing program has a 4 h
measurement period that consists of ~4 h of sleep (sleep mode),
1 min of sampling (active mode), and a transmission time of
0.76 s (Tx/Rx mode) for a 6000 point sample from one node.
Because of a time division multiple access (TDMA) network
protocol used, all sensors remain in a transmit state until all of
the network’s sensor data are received as they await a network
success acknowledgement and the command to re-enter sleep
mode from the base station. In this case, the impact of the
transmit time increases as the size of the sensor network
increases. For the TRB study, five CS nodes were deployed. The
energy reduction attained by CS is approximately 8%, 9% and
10% for 10%, 20% and 30% sampled data, respectively. The
larger network sizes depicted in figure 10(a) are estimated using
the power consumption of the Narada wireless nodes. For low
network sizes the overall energy reductions are modest but not
insignificant. Figure 10(b) shows Narada wireless sensor
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Figure 8. Target signal reconstruction quality as measured by residual sum-of-squares (RSS): (a) S9 versus C1; (b) S10 versus C2; (c) S11
versus C3.
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availability during the month of December, 2012. The energy
savings realized by the CS implementation help to make the
sensor nodes more sustainable to the cold and overcast Michigan
winter conditions. The figure shows a dot for each successful
data acquisition and transmission instance. Blank spaces in the
figure signify a failed transmission. It is evident in figure 10(b)
that the CS nodes, labeled C1–C5, outperform their traditional
sensing counterparts, labeled S1–S15 (with the exception of
faulty sensor C1), due to higher energy reserves.

These energy savings in the CS nodes can be shown
directly by measured battery voltage. In addition to each
sensor node collecting acceleration data, the sensors also
measure battery voltage. Shown in figure 11 are measured
voltages from the 8 V sealed lead acid batteries at three of the

five paired sensor locations between December 2012 and June
2013. Battery voltages from the CS nodes are consistently
higher than their counterparts. This figure reinforces the result
in figure 10(b) and demonstrates the direct positive impact
that the CS implementation has had on the TRB monitoring
system, and the real importance that the reported imple-
mentation can have on system reliability for resource con-
strained systems.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a CS strategy is proposed for energy efficiency
in wireless sensors engaged in monitoring operational
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Figure 9. Modal reconstruction quality as measured by modal assurance criteria (MAC): (a) mode 1; (b) mode 2; (c) mode 3; (d) mode 4.
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Figure 10. Compressed sensing energy efficiency for the TRB implementation: (a) energy reduction as a function of network size; (b) winter
weather sensor performance.

Figure 11. Mean battery voltage: (a) S9 versus C1; (b) S10 versus C2; (c) S11 versus C3.
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structures. The CS implementation is embedded into five
wireless sensors on the TRB monitoring acceleration. The
reconstructed acceleration responses are used to approximate
modal parameters intended for FE model calibration and
updating. MAC values above 0.90 are obtained for all four
bridge modes shown when the CS procedure operates with at
least 20% sampling. The goal of reducing the amount of data
through the wireless channel is achieved at a cost of modal
accuracy. A lack of strong sparsity in the acceleration signals
limits the potential of the CS procedure for drastic compres-
sion. Energy reductions are shown to be significant in the
TRB structural monitoring system for large sensor networks
and have improved battery health. The energy savings rea-
lized by CS via reduced transmission payload are also
achieved through traditional compression techniques. How-
ever, several aspects of the compressed sensing framework
are attractive and should be considered. First, the immediate
reductions in data collected on-board the wireless sensor
results in lower computational and storage needs which may
enable the design of very low power nodes. Second, the
compressed sensing procedure is non-adaptive, meaning that
a uniform compression procedure can be implemented at all
sensors for all signals (assuming they are compressible), and
reconstructed in a uniform manner. Third, the democratic and
robust nature of the measurements increases the reliability of
the wireless network against random packet losses since all
measurements contain a relatively equal amount of informa-
tion about the underlying signal.
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